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About me (or how I got here)



Acts

I. Dawn of AI in weather

II. Dawsonia: (Digitize hAndWritten obServatiONs In weather journAls)

III. The HPC perspective



Dawn of AI in weather services

● ECMWF starts a roadmap for ML on 2021

● Planned to focus on infrastructure, data and 
training in beginning

● First lightweight ML applications in 2023

● ML in modelling (i.e. forecast) was planned for 
2025

Source: https://doi.org/10.21957/ge7ckgm



Dawn of AI in weather services
Fair use:
@RyanKeisler on Twitter 
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2202.07575.pdf



Dawn of AI in weather services

Fair use:
https://www.ecmwf.int/en/about/media-centre/news/2023/how-ai-models-are-transforming-weather-forecasting-
showcase-data
See also: https://charts.ecmwf.int



Dawn of AI in weather and climate

An active area, even today



● Digitization of old observation 
data  (what I do and part of this talk)

● Quality control for data from 
personal weather stations using 
AI (EUMETNET)

● Text generation

● Limited Area Models for 
forecasting in the Nordics and 
Baltics: MEPS (MetCoOp Ensemble 
Prediction System)

Sources:
Internal presentation by A. Yong & M. Hansson
https://arxiv.org/abs/2309.17370

Examples of AI research at SMHI



● Faster Weather Predictions -  faster and 
more immediate weather predictions, crucial 
during rapidly evolving weather situation

● More Accurate Predictions - enabling 
individuals and organizations to make better 
decisions

● Where do humans fit in with AI weather 
prediction? - humans remain essential for 
interpreting and communicating the impact

● Will AI replace Meteorologist? No, the 
combination of humans and AI will be a 
unique and effective combination that will 
result in a very robust system

Sources:
Internal presentation by A. Yong & M. Hansson

The hope



Python package: dawsonia

Aim to develop a semi-automated 
process to digitize handwritten weather 
journals from PDF to machine-readable 
data

https://dawsonia.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

https://git.smhi.se/ai-for-obs/dawsonia



Data rescue: an unsolved problem

Fair use:
@ed_hawkins@fediscience.org
Sources:
https://doi.org/10.15407/uhmi.report.01
See also:
https://datarescue.climate.copernicus.eu/
best_practice_guidelines

“Because the records are 

handwritten, there is no possibility 
to automate the digitization 
process. - Skrynyk et al. (2020)



Pipeline (step-by-step transformation)

PDF file

Preprocess:
- Remove 

noise
- Straighten
- Improve 

contrast

Table 
detection:
- Subtract 

lines
- Detect boxes
- Save 

position

OCR 
with ML:
- Detect 

numbe
rs

Output:
- Values
- Confidenc

e
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dawsonia label
Preprocessing and table detection

Original scan Detect boxes to identify 
tabular structure













Flexible configuration



dawsonia ml (HTR)
 Training set = 7000 images
 Validation set = 1000 

images
 Test set = 1000 images
 Duration = 10 hours 41 mins 

with on an 8 core Intel Xeon 
machine. ~1 hour on a GPU



dawsonia digitize



Technologies

● Python

● TensorFlow

● OpenCV

● Scikit-image

● Typer

Hosted in SMHI’s GitLab server as a fully open-source project



The HPC perspective

How I think HPC resources can be of 
help



Road ahead for us (where HPC is needed)
● Fix steps in the pipeline which lead to problematic results 

and low model confidence.

– Improving preprocessing and table detection stage (if it 
cannot be solved with image-processing)

– Expanding HTR training dataset using DIDA

– Transfer-learning to other open-source HTR detection 
neural networks 

– Hyper-tuning of current HTR model 



Developer experience
● Running a simple JupyterLab server requires deep knowledge 

Esp. multiple GPUs requires mastery of SLURM, tools to build Singularity, 
network communication layers

● Now, much better at least for a single GPU job, with the on-
demand interface



What about MLops?

● This approach works fine for one-off development with HPC. 
With small ML models, once trained, the inference pipeline can be 
executed on CPUs

● How would we operationalize (data, training, inference 
pipelines) for bigger models?
Think temporally varying input data.



Thank you for your attention!

@ashwinvis@mastodon.acc.sunet.se

@ashwinvis

https://fluid.quest
ashwinvishnu
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